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Förord
Smart Built Environment är ett strategiskt innovationsprogram för hur samhällsbyggnadssektorn kan bidra till Sveriges resa mot att bli ett globalt föregångsland som
realiserar de nya möjligheter som digitaliseringen för med sig. Smart Built Environment
är ett av 17 strategiska innovationsprogram som har fått stöd inom ramen för
Strategiska innovationsområden, en gemensam satsning mellan Vinnova,
Energimyndigheten och Formas. Syftet med satsningen är att skapa förutsättningar för
Sveriges internationella konkurrenskraft och bidra till hållbara lösningar på globala
samhällsutmaningar.

Samhällsbyggnadssektorn är Sveriges enskilt största sektor som påverkar hela vår bebyggda miljö, men den är fragmenterad med många aktörer och processer. Att förändra
samhällsbyggandet med digitaliseringen som drivkraft kräver därför samverkan mellan
många olika aktörer. Smart Built Environment tar ett samlat grepp över de möjligheter
som digitaliseringen innebär och blir en katalysator för spridningen av nya möjligheter
och affärsmodeller.
Programmets mål är att till 2030 uppnå:
• 40 % minskad miljöpåverkan i ett livscykelperspektiv för nybyggnad och
renovering
• 33 % minskning av total tid från planering till färdigställande för nybyggnad och
renovering
• 33 % minskning av de totala byggkostnaderna
• flera nya värdekedjor och affärsmodeller baserade på livscykelperspektiv,
plattformar samt nya konstellationer av aktörer
I programmet samverkar programparter från näringsliv, kommuner, myndigheter,
bransch- och intresseorganisationer, institut och akademi. Tillsammans nyttiggör vi den
kunskap som tas fram i programmet.

Digitala tvilling i samhällsbyggnadsprocessen är ett av projekten som har genomförts i
programmet. Det har letts av E&A Development och har genomförts i samverkan med
Tyréns, Plan B och Chalmers Industriteknik.

Det aktuella projektet är initierat av temaledaren för området och har grundats på
resultat från processarbete som gjordes under 2019 med ett trettiotal intervjuer av
personer representerande olika aktörer i byggsektorn samt från tre öppna workshops.
Av detta arbete framgår att digital tvilling får allt ökat fokus inom samhällsbyggandet,
speciellt vad gäller smarta städer. Många initiativ pågår, men överblick saknas. Vidare
så har begreppet digital tvilling många olika innebörder.

Detta projekt är en strategisk satsning och ska bidra med en överblick över digitala
tvillingar i samhällsbyggnadsprocessen. Projektresultatet utgör ett beslutsunderlag för
uppstart av en större strategisk satsning inom området digital tvilling inom
samhällsbyggnad.
Göteborg, 30 mars 2021
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Sammanfattning
Det pågår många projekt och initiativ kopplade till digital tvilling i
samhällsbyggnadsprocessen, i Sverige och internationellt. Förstudien visar att det skulle
vara fördelaktigt för utvecklingen av digitala tvillingar i Sverige att öka samordningen
och kommunikationen mellan pågående och framtida initiativ. Begreppet digital tvilling
har potentialen att vara nästa steg i det digitaliserade samhället och har stor potential
att vara länken i det så kallade obrutna informationsflödet.

Resultatet från förstudien sammanfattas i en föreslagen definition samt fyra
rekommendationer för fortsatt arbete inom området. Baserat på skrivbordsstudier,
workshops, referensgrupp och projektgruppsmöten, föreslås följande allmänna
definition kompletterad med elva egenskaper:
”En digital tvilling är en realistisk, digital representation av något fysiskt. Det som skiljer
en digital tvilling från andra digitala modeller är dess koppling till den fysiska tvillingen.”
(Centre for Digital Built Britain)

Den allmänna beskrivningen och de elva egenskaperna sammanfattar definitionen av en
Digital Twin i samhällsbyggnadsprocessen. Betydelsen av respektive egenskap varierar
beroende på sammanhang.
Vidare föreslår förstudien fyra handlingspunkter som, om de genomförs, sannolikt
skulle förbättra Sveriges digitaliseringsnivå inom samhållsbyggnadssektorn avsevärt.
Rekommendationerna är:

• Starta av ett tvärsektoriellt centrum för digitala tvillingar i Sverige: Liknar
befintliga centra för digitala tvillingar i Storbritannien [1], Australien [2] och USA [3]
Sverige bör utveckla sitt eget centrum för digitala tvillingar för att ge svenska initiativ
en enhetlig plattform, dela kunskap och underlätta nya projekt. Centrat bör styras och
stödjas av staten.

• Utveckling av en gemensam uppsättning definitioner och principer för Digitala
tvillingar i Sverige: Det är avgörande att bygga enighet om de grundläggande
definitionerna, principerna och värdena för digitala tvillingar i den svenska byggda
miljön. Ett viktigt första steg är att skapa vägledande principer som stöder utvecklingen
av digitala tvillingar och åstadkomma anpassning över den byggda miljön.
• Etablering av nationella öppna datatjänster: Digitala tvillingar utvecklar sitt
verkliga värde när data delas öppet mellan sektorer och domäner. Liksom
Nederländerna [8] bör Storbritannien [9] eller Estland [10] Sverige upprätta
centraliserade plattformar där data samlas in och görs tillgängliga för allmänheten.
• Stöd utvecklingen av testbäddar, piloter och demonstrationsprojekt som
fokuserar på slutanvändare och affärsmodeller: Visionen för digitala tvillingar är
långsiktig. Men vi behöver kortsiktiga resultat för att hålla människor motiverade och ta
nästa steg mot visionen. För att frigöra potentialen hos digitala tvillingar redan idag
krävs ökad användarcentrering.
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Summary
Currently there are many projects and initiatives underway linked to digital twins in the
built environment, in Sweden and internationally. The pre-study shows that it would be
beneficial for the development of digital twins in Sweden to increase coordination and
communication between ongoing and future initiatives. The concept of digital twin has
the potential to be the next step in the digitalization of the built environment and has
great potential to be the link in the so-called continuous flow of information.

This pre-study has concluded a few findings and proposes a definition and four
recommendations for future work. Firstly, based on desk studies, workshops, refence
group and project team meetings a general definition supplemented with eleven
characteristics is proposed:
‘A Digital Twin is a realistic digital representation of something physical. What
distinguishes a digital twin from any other digital model is its connection to the physical
twin’. (Centre for Digital Built Britain)

Secondly, the pre-study proposes four action points, which if implemented, most likely
would strongly improve Sweden´s level of digitalization of the build environment. The
recommendations are:
•

•

•

•

Creation of a cross-sectoral Digital Twin Hub in Sweden: Similar to existing
Digital Twin Hubs in the UK [1], Australia [2], and the U.S. [3] Sweden should
develop their own Digital Twin Hub to give Swedish initiatives a unified
platform, share knowledge, and facilitate new projects. The hub should be
governed and supported by the government.
Development of a common set of definitions and principles for Digital
Twins in Sweden: It is crucial to build consensus on the fundamental
definitions, principles, and values for Digital Twins in the Swedish built
environment. An important first step is the creation of guiding principles that
support the development of digital twins and to bring about alignment across
the built environment.
Establishment of national open and shared data services: Digital Twins
develop their true value when data is shared across sectors and domains. Like
the Netherlands [4], the UK [5], or Estonia [6] Sweden should establish
centralized platforms where data is gathered and made available to the public.
Support the development of testbeds, pilots and demonstrators that focus
on end-users and business models: The vision of Digital Twins is long-term.
But we need short-term achievements to keep people motivated and take the
next steps towards the vision. To unlock the potential of digital twins already
today more user-centricity is essential.
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1 Mission and Vision
1.1

Introduction

Many ongoing projects and initiatives linked to digital twins in the built environment, in
Sweden and internationally. Many of these focus on Digital Twin for cities. There is
probably a need for complementary initiatives in addition to the initiatives that are
currently underway. There is probably a need for coordination of major initiatives in
Sweden. The concept of digital twin has the potential to be the next step in the digital
society and has great potential to be the link in the so-called continuous flow of
information.

The concept of digital twin is still not strictly defined and has many different meanings,
depending on context and perspective of the beholder. For example, Digital twin can be
both a digital replica of physical objects (e.g., buildings) as well as processes. This means
that the definition of digital twin is strictly linked to the application for which the Digital
twin is intended. Work on standardization is underway (though mainly for the
manufacturing industry).

The area of digital twins is still being started up in the built environment and there is a
need to clarify how digital twins can add value.

1.2

Purpose

The purpose of the pre-study is to initiate a framework for digital twins and gather the
industry of the built environment around the concept. It will be done by:
•
•
•
•

Mapping of major Swedish and international initiatives.
Give examples of applications for digital twins in the built environment.
Give examples of applications for digital twins in the built environment which
contribute to benefit for business and society.
Initiate an initiative within the industry to improve the development of digital
twins in the build environment.

Also, the project will guide and inspire industry stakeholders, i.e., private, public and
academia.

1.3

Goals

The main goals of the pre-study are:
•
•
•
•
•

Bring forward a definition of digital twins in the built environment.
Execute a mapping process of ongoing initiatives within the sector.
Categorize the mapping process in different perspectives.
Identify challenges for an efficient development of digital twins.
Based on the findings, propose one or more strategic projects within the
concept of digital twins in the built environment, governed by Smart Built
Environment.
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1.4

Limitations

The pre-study has two major limitations, which have constituted a clear baseline during
the realization of the work.

1.4.1

Sustainability

The building industry has a large negative impact on the sustainable footprint and needs
to its reasonability. Digitalization is an enabler for sustainable growth within the build
environment, making it possible to make informed decisions by simulating, iterating and
visualizing complexity. Digital twins in the built environment are most likely the next
evolutionary step in the digitalization of the sector. Most of the identified initiatives
contributes directly or enables an improved sustainability. Digital twins in the built
environment strongly support and enables many of the United Nations sustainable
development goals, Agenda 2030. For example, digital twins in the built environment
are enablers for improving the following Agenda 2030 targets:
•
•
•
•
•

Number 6, Clean water, and sanitation
Number 7, Affordable and clean energy
Number 9, Industry innovation and infrastructure
Number 11, Sustainable cities, and communities
Number 17, Partnerships for the goals

Since sustainability is the main overall development goal for the digital twins in the built
environment, and most research and development projects state sustainability as a
reason for executing the project. Therefore, the project team of this pre-study has
decided not to identify sustainability as a separate category during mapping, workshops
or discussion and instead stressing the importance that sustainability must be included
as a perspective in all recommendations.

1.4.2

Time Period

The area of digital twins is rapidly and constantly changing, therefore identified projects
during the mapping process must be no older than two years, i.e., finished 2018 or later.
Many of the identified projects are currently ongoing.

1.5

1.5.1

Organisation

Project Team

The project team consists of four members:
•
•
•
•

Andréas Ask, E&A Development, Project Manager
Nina Borgström, Tyréns – BAX
Bernd Ketzler, Chalmers Industriteknik
Håkan Norberg, Plan B
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1.5.2

Reference Group

The aim of the reference group is to establish a broad verification of the pre-study result.
The reference group have been set up via an open invitation via Smart Built
Environments monthly newsletter and homepage. The reference group consists of
seventeen members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maria Uggla, Stockholms Stad
Emil Björk, Veidekke
Lars Harrie, Lunds universitet
Måns Norlin, Eget bolag
Sascha Benes, Örebro Kommun
Mats Persson, Tribia
Rikard Lindberg, Metafa
Hans Henriksson, Bonava
Viktoria Timpka, Malmö Stad
Ann-Sofie Silverskär, Karlskrona kommun
Monica Ek, Virtual Cities
Ann-Cristin Kjellson, Blue Science Park, Karlskrona
Patric Olsson, Centigo, Affärsutvecklingskonsult
Andreas Huss, RISE, arkitekt
Anton Zita, Bengt Dahlgren, Teknisk konsult
Gunilla Sandebert, Arkitekt, Höganäs kommun
Gustav Jansson, Luleå tekniska universitet
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2 Method
This section describes the methods used to achieve an informed discussion aiming to
result in established recommendations.

2.1

Clarifying Basepoint – Definition

2.2

Literature Study

2.3

Mapping ongoing Initiatives

2.4

Industry Verification

From reliable sources, se reference list and section 3.1 Definition, the workgroup chose
one definition and specified associated properties that both were discussed and revised
in a workshop with the reference group.
Analysing national and international material as input to definition as well as
perspectives and demarcation in mapping.
A list of ongoing initiatives from other SBE project, “Delning Data” was used to start
adding and categorizing initiatives and their content.

2.4.1

Workshops

Two workshops were held to assure and verify definition, mapping categories and
ongoing initiatives. It has been an open invitation via Smart Built Environments monthly
newsletter and homepage.

2.4.2

Reference Group

Two reference group meetings have been arranged during the project. The first one to
establish the project plan, and the second one to verify the result of the pre-study. Also,
most of the reference group have participated in the workshop mentioned above.

2.5

Summary

Due to the number of different initiatives around digital twins and their different
perspectives, presumptions, scales and focus we chose three different methods that
combined made it possible to draw conclusions regarding recommendations:

1.
2.
3.

Clarifying a base point to analyse ongoing initiatives by describing a definition.
Mapping ongoing initiatives by different perspectives and scope limitation
Industry verification via reference group and workshops to verify basepoint,
perspectives, on-going initiatives, and conclusions.
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3 Results and Discussion
This section describes the discussion and results of the work around clarifying the
basepoint-definition, the mapping, and the workshops.

3.1

3.1.1

Definition

Literature Study

The term “Digital Twin” has recently appeared as a new buzzword within the
construction sector which is commonly described as a digital replica, representation, or
mirror of a physical asset.
Within processing industries, which has a longer history of digital twins, the most
frequent definition is the one by Glaessgen et al. (2019) [7], who describe the digital twin
as

‘an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of a complex product
[that] uses the best available physical models, sensor updates, etc., to mirror the life of its
corresponding twin’.
Table 1 below presents common definitions found in the literature.
Common definitions
Author

Table 1

Definition – Digital Twin as…

Glaessgen et al 2012, an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation
p.13 [7]
of a [complex product] that uses the best available physical
models, sensor updates, etc.to mirror the life of its corresponding
twin.
Horne et al. 2014, p.154 a digital graphical representation portraying any real-world city or
[8]
specific parts of it.
Batty 2018, p. 817 [9]

a mirror image of a physical process that is articulated alongside
the process in question, usually matching exactly the operation
of the physical process which takes place in real time

Mohammadi et al. 2017, parallel virtual version of the system along with the connectivity
p.2 [10]
and analytical capabilities enabled by IoT
Tomko 2019, p.1 [11]

a cyber-physical-social system with coupled properties

Centre for Digital Built realistic digital representations of something physical
Britain 2018, p.6 [12]
Ruohomäki et al 2018, a digital replica of a physical asset
p.157 [13]
Wildfire 2018 [14]

a virtual model of a process, product, or service

Wagg et al 2020, p.267 a virtual duplicate of an engineering system built from a
[15]
combination of models and data
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In this report, we decided to make use of the straight-forward definition of Digital Built
Britain described in the so-called Gemini Principles [12] :

‘A Digital Twin is a realistic digital representation of something physical. What
distinguishes a digital twin from any other digital model is its connection to the physical
twin’.
Arguably, more important than the definition are the characteristics used to describe
Digital Twins as they can tell us how digital twins are understood and developed in
practice. In their review on digital twins for cities Ketzler 2020 et al. [16] searched in
both academic and grey literature and identified the following eleven commonly used
characteristics to describe digital twins.
A Digital Twin is:

based on 3D-objects with accurate position (geodata).
enriched with semantic data.
scalable (spatial and temporal).
multi-modal and uses a variety of approaches to modelling, e.g., including
geometric or numerical modelling, or artificial intelligence.
5. realistic as it looks and feels like the real environment.
6. interactive i.e., is intuitive, accessible, and supports multi-user interaction.
7. simulated i.e., is a simulation, based on a mathematical model of the physical
twin.
8. integrated and connected i.e., is continuously synchronized with the physical
twin.
9. open i.e., is driven by open data and models.
10. predictive as it simulates models forward.
11. real-time reflection of physical space in the virtual space.
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.1.2

Workshop

The definition and characteristics were evaluated during two workshops by
approximately fifty participants.

The findings from the literature study were presented by the project and discussed in
break-out groups. The following questions were addressed:
•
•
•
•
•

Is there any more suitable definition for Digital Twins?
Shall the presented definition be changed or supplemented?
How important is each characteristic to define a Digital Twin?
Try to rank the characteristics according to its relevance for a Digital Twin.
Is any important characteristic missing?

The break-out group discussions were followed by an individual survey, where the first
question was about to rank the definition in order how the individual agreed, or
disagreed (0 = totally disagree, 10 = totally agree) to the presented definition. As seen in
figure 1 below, the definition (translated into Swedish) was ranked as 8.3 out of 10.
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Figure 1: Ranking of definition. (48 respondents)

Figure 2 below presents the result of an individual ranking of each characteristic
according to its relevance for a Digital Twin. The characteristics in the figure are
translated into Swedish. For related characteristic in English, see corresponding number
in chapter 3.1.1.

Figure 2: Ranking of characteristics. (47 respndents)

Figure 3 present the results of an individual evaluation about the most relevant
characteristics for a Digital Twin. Each respondent could vote for one to eleven
characteristics. For related characteristic in English, see corresponding number in
chapter 3.1.1.
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Figure 3: Most relevant characteristics. (47 respondents)

Figure 4 presents the results of an individual evaluation about the least relevant
characteristics for a Digital Twin. Each respondent could vote for one to eleven
characteristics. For related characteristic in English, see corresponding number in
chapter 3.1.1.

Figure 4: Least relevant characteristics. (47 respondents)

At the end of the individual survey the respondents had the possibility to add further
comments about the definition and the characteristics. 38 comments out of totally 80
can be directly connected to the definition. A summary of these comments is made
below:
•
•

•
•
•

Suggestions about alternative definitions.
Suggestions about clarifications for some parts of the definition, e.g.,
connection.
Suggestions to delete the part about “realistic”.
Suggestions that the definition should relate to the characteristics.
Comments about the limitation of the definition, i.e., the aim of a digital twin
affects the definition.

36 comments can be directly connected to the characteristics. A summary of these
comments is made below:
1.

based on 3D-objects with accurate position (geodata).
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o
o
o
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Comments about the geographical position that should not be
mandatory.
Suggestion to delete the word “accurate”.
Suggestion to include topology within the characteristic.

enriched with semantic data.
o No specific comments.

scalable (spatial and temporal).
o Comments about the including historical and future data.

multi-modal and uses a variety of approaches to modelling, e.g., including
geometric or numerical modelling, or artificial intelligence.
o No specific comments.
realistic as it looks and feels like the real environment.
o Suggestions to not include the characteristic as mandatory.

interactive i.e., is intuitive, accessible, and supports multi-user interaction.
o No specific comments.

simulated i.e., is a simulation, based on a mathematical model of the physical
twin.
o No specific comments.

integrated and connected i.e., is continuously synchronized with the physical
twin.
o Comments about the possibility to affect the future of the physical twin
by changing the digital twin.

open i.e., is driven by open data and models.
o Suggestions to change “open” to “shared” based on security reasons.

10. predictive as it simulates models forward.
o Suggestion to further explain the word “predictive”.

11. real-time reflection of physical space in the virtual space.
o Comments about the definition of “real-time”, i.e., is real-time once a
second, once a minute, or once an hour?

The following additional characteristics were suggested (in alphabetical order):
•
•
•
•
•

4-dimensional,
Data-based (not file-based),
Level of Detail,
Prescriptive analytics, and
Standardised terminology.

Further, comments were made regarding mandatory and optional characteristics, i.e.,
should each characteristic always be mandatory or can some of the characteristics be
16
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optional? The mandatory versus optional characteristics will vary based on the aim of
the digital twin.

3.2

Mapping

Based on CDBBs “The Gemini Principles paper” combined with input from workshops
we mapped ongoing initiatives within four perspectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Challenge(s) addressed
Expected result
Sector
Scale

Scope limitations for identified initiatives:
-

The initiatives should address solutions based on open standards.
The initiatives should ongoing or finished within the last two years.

Illustrations of all four perspectives can be found as attachments to this report.

3.2.2

Mapping by Main Perspectives – Challenges Addressed

The main challenges can be divided on to five areas:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Regulation
a. Procurement
b. Legal concerns
c. Finding new business models
d. Privacy concerns
e. Governance models
f. Certification system for digital infrastructure
Organisation
a. Overhead coordination
b. Lack of collaboration and sectoral silos
c. Values and culture
d. Knowledge gaps
e. Readiness for change
f. Lack of collaborative roles in area
g. Readiness to change in order to realize values
Integration
a. Security
b. Clarified vocabulary for the area
c. Data maintenance /governance
d. Data interoperability
e. Data quality and assurance
f. Standardization and requirements
g. Data sharing between different stakeholders, other twins, and city
h. Models to implement digital twin
Openness
a. Implementation of open standards, open data, and open-source code
b. Willingness to change
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5.

c. Everything is a business secret vs. transparency
d. The stakeholders’ interest first vs. collaboration
e. Common open standards with obvious purpose
Value creation
a. Business models
b. Public welfare
c. Value creation for different stakeholders
d. Technology driven
e. Methods to verify value creation

Most initiatives addressed multiple challenges since most initiatives address city scale
or platforms for data handling.

There are some important initiatives around regulations and integration such as SBE´s
projects; Nationella riktlinjer, Delning av data, Nationell standardiseringsstrategi för
digital and samhällsbyggnadsinformation. Other relevant initiatives within this area are
SKR- Klassa and the Finish “Platform of Trust”.

Within the area value creation there are a few private initiatives found such as Villa
Ekeberg, Skanska and Zynka BIM and Ökern in Oslo Norway.

The big gaps are in the area’s openness and organisation, almost no initiatives could be
found to fit these areas specifically.

3.2.3

Mapping by Main Perspectives – Expected Result

The three different expected results we categorized were:

1.
2.
3.

Applications, tools, maps, dashboards
Semantic models, data integration and processing
Open data initiatives, standards, AI for data processing

Almost all initiatives aimed to develop semantic models, data integration or processing
and is hosted by public organizations or private organisations.

Only a few initiatives were identified within application, tools, maps, dashboards for
example the private initiatives Microsoft Azure Digital Twin and Ica Fastigheters ICA
Maxi Enköping.

Also, there seems to be a limited number of initiatives within open data, standards, and
AI for data processing. However there are two large projects on the way,RISE City as a
platform and Vinnova AI innovation of Sweden.

3.2.4

Mapping by Main Perspectives – Sector

The ongoing initiatives were divided into the following sectors:
1.

2.
3.
4.

R&I programmes such as Vinnova and Strategic Innovation Programs such as SBE,
IoT Sverige, Viable Cities.
Academia
Private sector
Public sector

Only a few initiatives were identified within the private sector e.g., Vasakronan’s
investments in Idun/Real Estate Core.
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3.2.5

Mapping by Main Perspectives – Scale

The ongoing initiatives were divided into the following scales:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All scales
Infrastructure
City
District
Building

Most initiatives addressed all scales or the city scale. Within the building scale there
were eleven initiatives identified where three important ones have not been mentioned
before: Svensk Byggtjänst CoClass, SBE digital supply chain and GS1 Europe,
buildingSMART, Cobuilder. Within the scale infrastructure three initiatives were
identified: SBE-SMIL-smarta modelleveranser i infrastrukturprojekt, RISE, LAVIS and
Örebroporten, Nova-huset. Only one initiative was found within the scale district,
Örebro University/Akademiska Hus, Örebro campus lab. However, one could argue that
the district is included in the city scale.

3.2.6

The Workshops

Mapping proved to be a complex topic to address in a digital workshop, however the
participants were able to verify and support the mapping results.
The main inputs were related to lacking perspectives that the participants thought were
important.
•

•
•
•
•
•

3.3

Maintenance and operation in a lifecycle perspective including areas such as
competence gaps, change management, readiness for change and followup/learning, incentives.
Presumptions for sharing data such as security vs openness, topology.
Human wellbeing and behaviour changes related to digitalization.
Methods and transformation steps to transform existing facilities to digital
twins starting at a base level.
Sustainability and the digital twin’s contribution
Coordination and collaboration between different ongoing initiatives in the
industry and academia.

Conclusion

In this report we reviewed the digital twin concept, relevant projects, and related
activities in Sweden and abroad through a literature study. In a second step we mapped
out the Swedish digital twin landscape and discussed our findings in open workshops.
Lastly, the results were complemented and verified by the project’s reference group.

Both the literature and open workshops made clear that sustainability is the central
driving force for digital twins in the built environment. All projects, initiatives,
programmes, and policies connected to digital twins need to ensure that the UN
Sustainable Development Goals are met. We consider sustainability as integral part of
all digital twin activities. Hence, sustainability is not specifically addressed in the
conclusions and recommendations below.
Our findings can be described in four main challenge areas.
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3.3.1

Information and Collaboration

3.3.2

Common Understanding

3.3.3

Data Sharing and Availability

3.3.4

User Centricity and Demands

The mapping process identified 46 digital twin projects or closely related initiatives of
which 35 were Swedish and 11 international projects. While this shows that the Swedish
digital twin landscape is vibrant most of the Swedish projects are rather small both in
scope and in terms of budget. Apart from Chalmers’ Digital Twin Cities Centre [17] and
the RISE initiative Digital Vision 2030 [18], which serve (to a degree) as national arenas,
all projects have a limited geographical scope. Most initiatives are not connected and do
not utilize synergies. Information about projects and related initiatives are difficult to
find and sometimes outdated. An open and national information platform that provides
resources and brings all stakeholders together is currently not available in Sweden. The
strategic innovation programmes Viable Cities, Smart Built Environment, IoT Sweden all
support digital twin projects or related initiatives. However, there seems to be no
coordinated approach between the programmes to address the challenges more
strategically.
Both the literature study and workshops highlighted that there is a need to further
define the characteristics, capabilities, and purpose of digital twins in the built
environment. While the development of a one-size-fit-all definition is less desirable
there is a clear necessity to find consensus on general digital twin principles in Sweden.
The early development of strategic standards will save valuable time in the adoption of
the technology and can prevent serious delays as experienced in the adoption of
Building Information Models (BIM).
The successful adoption of digital twins depends on efficient data sharing and the
availability of open and shared data. In comparison to countries such as the Netherlands,
the UK or Estonia Sweden lacks a top-down approach towards open data services.
Centralized platforms where public agencies and municipalities can jointly share data
are missing in Sweden. Digital frontrunner Estonia is about to launch its national digital
twin – a 3D model of all the structures located both above and below the ground, making
planning new structures and issuing construction permits easier and faster[19]. This
data will be publicly available through a web application and is expected to speed up
construction productivity by a factor of three [20]. Data being made available by public
agencies needs to be continuously updated and both academia and the private sector
can support this process in a collaborative manner. Further, enabling technologies such
as blockchain and distributed ledgers can support the implementation of such a triple
helix approach towards data sharing.
The ongoing initiative Nationella Geodataplattformen by Lantmäteriet is a promising
start but is not yet up and running, and the digitalization of the built environment would
benefit by adding more data domains with a similar approach.
Many ongoing digital twin projects in Sweden are technology driven and address
multiple challenges which tend to centre around semantic models, technical standards,
data integration and processing. Very few initiatives (e.g. Digital Twin for Sharing Cities
Stockholm [18], Virtul Gothenburg Lab [21]) focus on value creation and organisational
aspects such as business models, public welfare, sustainability, citizen engagement,
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knowledge gaps, collaboration, organisation, competencies and roles. At the same time,
it is crucial to demonstrate the value and scalability of digital twins. Early adopters,
demonstrators and testbeds are needed to showcase that the technology adds value for
the end-users (professionals, public officials, and citizens) and can generate revenues.
The visualization and collaboration capabilities of digital twins can convince customers
and citizens alike if the end-user needs are understood and addressed.

4 Recommendations
Based on the findings discussed in the previous sections the authors have four
recommendations that would accelerate the development of the digital twin ecosystem
in Sweden.

4.1

Cross Sectoral Digital Twin Hub

Create a Cross Sectoral Digital Twin Hub in Sweden by 2022. To a large extend digital
twins are about collaboration and communication and it is vital for the Swedish digital
twin landscape to come together under a joint umbrella. Similar to existing Digital Twin
Hubs in the UK [1], Australia [2], and the U.S. [3] Sweden should develop their own
Digital Twin Hub to give Swedish initiatives a unified platform, share knowledge, and
facilitate new projects. The Hub should be designed as an open community platform for
those who own, develop, or participate in the Swedish Digital Twin ecosystem. Digital
Twin Hub activities may include:
•

•
•
•

Content creation (insight reports, articles, discussion and white papers,
stakeholder presentations)
Workshops and seminars
Outreach events (to connect with international partners)
Facilitation of national and international projects (e.g., Horizon Europe)

The Hub would be steered by an impartial group of experts from academia, government,
and industry. The strategic innovation programs Viable Cities, Smart Built Environment,
IoT Sweden could initiate the development of a Swedish Digital Twin Hub and build on
existing initiatives such as the Digital Twin Cities Centre hosted by Chalmers University
[17], the RISE initiative Digital Vision 2030 [18] or the Swedish Agency for Digital
Government (DIGG)[22].

4.2

Common Set of Definitions and Principles

Development of a Common Set of Definitions and Principles for Digital Twins in
Sweden by 2022. While there are many existing (technical) national and international
standards it is important to develop strategic standards to build consensus on the
fundamental definitions, principles, and values for Digital Twins in the Swedish built
environment. An important first step is the creation of guiding principles that support
the development of digital twins and to bring about alignment across the built
environment. The Gemini Principles [23] led by the Centre of Digital Built Britain can
serve as valuable inspiration for the development of principles for Sweden. Moreover,
the Swedish principles should have a strong connection with European principles,
standards and values as promoted by initiatives such as “living-in.eu” [24]. While these
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guiding principles should be inclusive the development needs to be driven and
promoted by an impartial organization. A Swedish Digital Twin Hub could facilitate this
work.

4.3

National Open and Shared Data Services

4.4

Testbeds, Pilots and Demonstrators

Rapid development of National Open and Shared Data Services to be deployed by
2023 under the premise as open as possible as closed as necessary. Digital Twins
develop their true value when all data is openly and securely shared across sectors and
domains. Like the Netherlands [4], the UK [5], or Estonia [6] Sweden should establish
centralized platforms where data is gathered from all relevant agencies and made
available to the public. Supported by the Government, academia, and industry national
authorities (i.e., Trafikverket, Lantmäteriet, Boverket, DIGG) should collaborate to find
new and coherent approaches for sharing data by considering security and regulatory
aspects. Distributed ledger technology (DLT) and blockchain are promising enabling
technologies in this context but require changes to the Swedish regulatory landscape. A
starting point may be the formation of an action group to bring together all relevant
stakeholders and build on existing initiatives in Sweden.
Support the development of Testbeds, Pilots and Demonstrators that focus on Value
Creation by 2022. The creation of complex digital twins for the built environment is a
long journey and it will be difficult to keep people invested without being able to show
the benefits. Hence, it is crucial to demonstrate the value of digital twins early on by
focusing on real-world use-cases on a smaller scale. To unlock the potential of digital
twins already today more user-centricity is required. The Swedish innovation and
funding landscape should support the development of initiatives that focus on the enduser of digital twins. Demonstrators should showcase the added value of sharing data
and collaboration. They should exemplify how digital twins for specific use-cases can
work with all its challenges - organizational and legal, business models, community
engagement.
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6 Attachments
6.1

List of Identified Projects During Mapping
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No

Responsible Organisation

Project/Initiative

Contact

Ongoing/finished

1

Vinnova

Petra Dalunde

Ongoing

2

TU Berlin et al

AI Innovation of Sweden - National centre for applied AI
research and innovation
ASHVIN

Rogier Jongeling
http://www.ashvin.eu/team/

Pågår

3

Microsoft(/Bentely)

Azure Digital Twin (Microsoft)

Michael Larsson

4

Sv Byggtjänst

CoClass

Klas Eckerberg

5

SBE

Cybersäkerhet för digitala processer inom
samhällsbyggnadssektorn

Rikard Espling, KRESP
Kent Eriksson, Professor, KTH
Francisco Muños Mansilla, Säkerhetsexpert, 4iQ

Aug 2019 -

6

SBE

Delning av data

Nina Borgström

-2022

7

EU

DigiPlace

Sept 2019 - may 2021

8

Centre for Digital Built Britain

National Digital Twin Programme

Egil Berg, NCC
https://www.digiplaceproject.eu/about#content
DigiPLACE will rely on a relevant set of partners linked third
https://www.cdbb.cam.ac.uk/

9

SBE

Digital Supply Chains

Lavinius Arva, NCC

2019-Juni 2020

10

SBE

DigSam

Elisabeth Argus

september 2017 - december 2019

11

GS1 Europe, Building Smart, Cobuilder DSCiBE

12

Vasakronan

Idunrealestate

Egil Berg, NCC
Mars 2019https://cobuilder.com/en/about-the-digital-supply-chains-in-builtenvironment-dscibe-work-group/
https://idunrealestate.com/
Ongoing

13

Sverige

IoT Sverige

https://iotsverige.se/

2014 - pågår

14

SBE

Nationell standardiseringsstrategi för digital
samhällsbyggnadsinformation

Pontus Bengtsson

2019 -

15

SBE

Nationella Riktlinjer

Rogier Jongeling.
https://www.smartbuilt.se/projekt/informationsinfrastruktur/natio
nell-riktlinjer-fas-3/

16

Finland

Platform of Trust

Vastuu group

2019-

17

Boverket

Regeringens Strategi för standardisering

?

Antogs 2018

18

SBE

Smart planering för byggande

Elisabeth Bonacordi

19

SBE

SMIL - Smarta modelleveranser i infrastrukturprojekt

20

Norge

SNK 374 / Digital Roadmap Norway

Elisabeth Spross, Sweco.
https://www.smartbuilt.se/projekt/informationsinfrastruktur/mod
ell-infra/ +46 731509834
Egil Berg, NCC
Ongoing

21

DiGG

Sveriges dataportal

DiGG

22

SKR

SKR-Klassa

SKR (Bo Baudin) RISE (Claus Popp)

23

Chalmers University

Digital Twin Cities Centre (DTCC)

Anders Logg

24

Stockholm City

3CIM

Maria Uggla

Ongoing

25

Gothenburg City

Virtuella Göteborg

Eric Jeansson

Ongoing

26

Karlskrona municipality

Realtidstvilling Karlskrona

Ann-Sofie Silverskär

Ongoing

27

Visual Arena - Lindholmen Science Park Virtual Gothenburg Lab

Monica Ek

Ongoing

28

Örebro University

AI.MEE Örebro

Mia Lindström

Ongoing

29

Örebro University, Akademiska Hus

Örebro Campus Lab

Mikael Wetterstrand

Ongoing

30

RISE

CaaP - City as a Platform

Therese Balksjö, Claus Popp Larsen

Ongoing

31

RISE, Norrköping municipality

LAVIS

Amanda Sundberg

Ongoing

32

RISE, Stockholm city

Digital tvilling för Sharing Cities Stockholm

Charlie Gullström

Ongoing

33

Helsinki city

Helsinki 3D

Jarmo Suomisto

Ongoing

34

Rotterdam City

Digital City Rotterdam

-

Ongoing

35

Rennes City

Rennes 2030

-

Finished

36

University College London

Virtual London

-

Ongoing

37

Northumbria University

Virtual Newcastle Gateshead

-

Ongoing

38

Boston City

Boston 3D

-

Ongoing

39

Andhra Pradesh Capital Regional

Amaravati Smart City

-

Ongoing

40

Government of Singapore

Virtual Singapore

-

Ongoing

41

RISE ,Västfastigheter, Fore Dev, 3D
Interactive

Real Time Real Estate

Sofia Stensson

Ongoing

Jörgen Larsson, Skanska

Finished

Ongoing

42

various

Testbädder I Sverige (Vinnova overview)

43

Skanska / Zynka BIM

Villa Ekeberg

44

Örebroporten

NOVA-huset

Jesper Hedlund, Örebroporten

Ongoing

45

ICA Fastigheter

ICA Maxi Enköping

Jonas Stenberg, ICA Fastigheter

Ongoing

Ongoing
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6.2

Mapping Categorization by Main Challenge
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6.3

Mapping Categorization by Expected Result /
Layer
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6.4

Mapping Categorization by Sector
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6.5

Mapping Categorization by Scale
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